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Con Coil Plus
Condenser Coil Cleaner & Deoxidizer

Saves electricity ...
A dirty air conditioner can easily consume 25-30% more
electricity than a clean one. Even a small, 3 ton unit can
burn through an extra $20000 or more per season. Bigger
units can waste thousands. A little preventive maintenance
is an excellent  investment.

Reduces service expense ...
Efficiently operating ACs run less and sustain less wear. Less
expensive parts to replace and fewer service calls.

Less aggravation ...
Air conditioners always break down when you need them
most. Less wear means fewer break downs and a more
pleasant summer.

Easy and economical ...
All that is required is a pump-up sprayer, the right cleaner and a little time. A 3 ton unit can be
cleaned with about 48 ounces of Con Coil Plus (3 units per gallon) in less than 20 minutes.

Con Coil Plus ... The Right Product

Con Coil Plus  is a professional strength cleaner and deoxidizer made especially for the
maintenance of AC condenser coils. Upon application Con Coil Plus reacts with white rust
corrosion to generate a dense foam that expands and penetrates through the fins and coils.
In minutes dirt, debris and corrosion lift into the foam for easy removal with a simple, clear
water rinse.

Con Coil Plus contains no dangerous hydrofluoric acid and is safe to handle and use with
minimal personal protection.



Con Coil Plus

Standard 3½ ton condenser coil.
Note debris in fins that can restrict air
flow and add hundreds to power costs
in a season.

Con Coil applies in minutes. Foaming
action  removes corrosion and floats dirt
and debris from the fins and coils.

Loosened materials rinse easily with
a standard garden hose.

Cleaned condenser coil unit. Air passes
freely, efficiency is improved. And the
savings are automatic.
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Seeing is believing!!


